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Analysis of tip–sample interaction in tapping-mode atomic force
microscope using an electrical circuit simulator
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~Received 1 November 2000; accepted for publication 5 March 2001!

We present a mechanical model for the atomic force microscope tip tapping on a sample. The model
treats the tip as a forced oscillator and the sample as an elastic material with adhesive properties. It
is possible to transform the model into an electrical circuit, which offers a way of simulating the
problem with an electrical circuit simulator. Also, the model predicts the energy dissipation during
the tip–sample interaction. We briefly discuss the model and give some simulation results to
promote an understanding of energy dissipation in a tapping mode. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1369614#
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There have been many attempts to model the tapp
mode operation of atomic force microscope.1–7 Some authors
tried to solve the problem analytically2,6 and others at-
tempted to solve it with computer simulations,3–5,7both add-
ing to a better insight in understanding and treating the d
collected. It is now possible to map local energy dissipat
profiles. We hope that a better modeling of the problem w
lead to better imaging ability.

Early models neglected attractive forces and treated
tip as a forced oscillator hitting a damped elastic surface.2 By
using boundary conditions on the surface, the differen
equation resulting from this model was solved. More
volved models take attractive forces into account as w
This was hard to solve analytically, but numerical a
proaches succeeded in explaining many experimentally
servable effects like attractive and repulsive regimes,4 hys-
teresis in the frequency sweep,3 and bistability.5 However,
these models did not take hysteresis in the adhesive fo
into account, which was later shown by Tamayo and Gar8

that this is the main source of energy dissipation in a tapp
mode. Some recent works treat the interaction forces a
double valued function and solve the resulting differen
equation numerically.7 The results of this simulation showe
the asymmetry of the necks formed by the sample surf
during approach and retraction.

In this letter we present a model, which takes all t
previously discussed effects as well as hysteresis. The m
treats the tip as a forced oscillator, as usual. The samp
modeled with an equivalent spring constant1 ~contact stiff-
ness! and a damping effect, which is due to the internal v
cosity of the sample. There is a negligible equivalent mas
the sample that we will totally neglect in this work. Intera
tion forces due to adhesion, surface charges, and some
sources are defined as a single valued function of the
tance between the tip and sample surface (xt –xs). The sche-
matic of the model is sketched in Fig. 1. It is important
note that, although the interaction force is defined as a sin
valued function of the distance between tip and sample,
resulting force–distance relation exhibits hysteresis. Si

a!Electronic mail: osahin@ee.bilkent.edu.tr
2970003-6951/2001/78(19)/2973/3/$18.00
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the attractive forces between tip and sample are proportio
to 1/(xt –xs)

n, there may be more than one stable solutio5

for the sample positionxs . When the tip approaches th
sample, the level of the sample surface increases becau
the attractive forces. After a certain point, the system
comes unstable and the sample surface jumps to contact
the tip. However, during retraction, the contact is lost a
higher sample surface level. This results in different forc
distance relations during approach and retraction.

In order to estimate the spring constantks of the sample,
we used the Hertz model applied to deformable bodies.1,2,7

When the model is applied to the tip–sample interaction,
equivalent spring constant is given by the formula

ks5
3
2E* AR3zdef . ~1!

HereR is the effective radius of the tip,E* is the effective
elastic modulus of the system, andzdef is the deformation of
the sample. This value changes with force applied to
sample. Therefore, a nominal value of force is needed
estimate the spring constant of the sample. The best ch
of this value is the adhesion force, since it is observed w
no external force is applied to the tip and reflects the eq

FIG. 1. Mechanical model of the tip–sample system. Upper spring re
sents the cantilever and the lower spring represents the sample. Damp
the cantilever and sample are not shown.
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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librium position.1 Also, the forces observed in tapping mod
are around this value. The equivalent spring constant ca
written in terms of this force as

ks5A3 6E* 2RFadh. ~2!

This parameter has a wide range, since elastic modulus
ies by several orders of magnitude. The most important
proximation we have done up to now is to assume that
spring constant would be applicable also when the surfac
pulled up. That is mainly because the forces of adhesion
effective at very short distances and, therefore, the surfac
pulled up from a small volume in the vicinity of the tip. Th
is similar to the repulsion where the force is applied from

FIG. 2. Equivalent electrical circuit of the mechanical model presente
Fig. 1. Left-hand side loop represents the cantilever–tip system and
right-hand side loop represents the sample. Diamond shaped symbols
for voltage-controlled voltage sources.F(Vt2Vs) represents the force o
interaction between tip and sample. Constant voltage source,V0 is used to
adjust the set point.

FIG. 3. Simulated tip–sample positions with respect to time. The solid
shows the position of the sample and the dashed line shows the positi
the tip. The height difference of the sample right before and after the con
results in an energy dissipation.
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small contact area but to the opposite direction. By mak
this assumption, we can then write the resulting coupled
ferential equations of motion as

m
d2xt

dt2
1

mv0

Q

dxt

dt
1kt@xt2asp#2F~xt2xs!5A cos~vt !,

~3!

gs

dxs

dt
1ksxs1F~xt2xz!50, ~4!

wherem, k, v0 , v, Q, asp, andA are the mass, spring con
stant, free resonance frequency, excitation frequency, qu
factor, set point, and driving amplitude of the tip, respe

n
he
and

e
of
ct

FIG. 4. Simulated force–distance curve of the tip. Although the tip–sam
interaction forces are defined single valued, the resulting force curve sh
a hysteresis. The glitches are due to convergence problems and the
crease with smaller time steps.

FIG. 5. Calculated energy dissipation with respect to contact stiffnessks .
cense or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tively, andgs andks are the internal damping coefficient an
contact stiffness of the sample.xt andxs represent the posi
tions of the tip and sample surface, respectively, as meas
from the equilibrium point of the sample.

Since we are dealing with masses and springs to mo
the problem, we can easily convert them to electrical circ
components. We replace masses with inductors, springs
capacitors, damping with resistors, and forces with voltag
The interaction force is represented by a nonlinear contro
source. The resulting electrical circuit is depicted in Fig.
We can then write the coupled differential equations for
chargesqt andqs , of the capacitors as

L
d2qt

dt2
1Rt

dqt

dt
1

qt

Ct

2F~qt2qs!5A cos~vt !1V0 , ~5!

Rs

dqs

dt
1

qs

Cs

1F~qt2qz!50. ~6!

The complete analogy between the mechanical and elect
system makes it possible to simulate the mechanical prob
with an electrical circuit simulator such asSPICE.9 This pro-
gram can make a transient analysis of nonlinear circuits
predict the node voltages and branch currents. We prefe
to useHSPICE,10 a commercial version ofSPICE, which incor-
porates very efficient algorithms for fast solution of nonli
ear circuits. SinceHSPICE does not allow charge controlle
voltage sources, we added two extra nodes (Vt and Vs)
whose voltages are numerically equal to the chargesqt and
qs in capacitors (qt5CtVCt ,qs5CsVCs). The multiplications
are achieved by two voltage-controlled voltage sources g
of which are numerically equal to the respective capac
values. We give the correspondence between the mecha
model parameters and the electrical circuit parameters
Table I.

HSPICE allows us to define nonlinear voltage-controlle
voltage sources as piecewise linear functions. For the fu
tion F(qt2qs), we use values similar to those measured
Tamayo and Garcia.8 We made transient analysis on th
circuit for typical values of set point~60 nm!, force constant

TABLE I. Correspondence between the mechanical model parameters
electrical circuit parameters. The values given are the ones used in
simulations.

Circuit
parameter

Mechanical
equivalent Value

Rt 1000mv0 /Q 400 m V
L 1000kt /v0

2 1 mH
Ct 1/~1000kt) 100 mF
Rs 1000gs 100 m V
Cs 1/~1000ks) 40 mF
F(qt2qs) 1000F(xt2xs) ¯

V0 1000ktasp 0.6 mV
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of tip ~10 N/m! and surface~25 N/m!, quality factor for the
cantilever ~250! and center frequency~15.9 kHz!. For the
sample viscosity, we have found that its value does not af
the results and therefore we have chosen something sm
than the damping of the cantilever. The extra factor of 10
in Table I is there simply to scale the element values into
appropriate range as required byHSPICE.11 In Fig. 3 we give
the positions of tip and sample during interaction and in F
4, the forces of interaction with respect to the position of t
tip.

The neck formed during retraction is longer than the o
formed during the approach. This is due to the hysteresi
the forces. After the tip is totally separated, the energy sto
in the neck is completely lost. Since this energy is sma
than the energy gained right before contact, there is net
sipation. This dissipation is equal to the area inside
force–distance curve shown in Fig. 4. The value is appro
mately a few hundred eV, which is similar to those expe
mentally measured values by Tamayo and Garcia.8 In Fig. 5
we plotted the energy dissipation per tap with respect to
equivalent spring constant of the sample. These results s
that energy dissipation in tip–sample interactions, which i
measurable quantity,8,12 depends on elastic properties of th
sample. Especially for compliant surfaces, energy dissipa
can easily be related to local mechanical properties.

We have proposed a model to interpret the mechan
of energy dissipation in the tip–sample interaction in tapp
mode. This will be useful in predicting energy dissipatio
profiles and mapping of local mechanical properties
samples. Furthermore, it is now possible to simulate the
ping mode operation much easier and faster with a circ
simulator.

The authors thank L. Degertekin of Georgia Institute
Technology and Mesut Meterelliyoz for helpful comments
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